Guide to downloading MARC records

Base URL:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true

To specify language libraries:
Append the string "&library=XXX"

Example for the German Library:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true&library=de

Language library parameters:
en (English)
fr (French)
de (German)
es (Spanish)

To specify the format for MARC records:
Append the string "&format=XXX"

Example for xml format:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true&format=xml

Format parameters:
xml
marc

To specify your organization keyword (if you have a login portal):
Append the string "&organization=XXX"

Example using the lynda.com organization keyword:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true&organization=lynda.com

To get all courses since a specific date:
Append the string "&contentStartDate=YYYY-MM-DD"

Example pulling all courses since October 10th, 2016:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true&contentStartDate=2016-10-10

Putting them all together:

Example for all German language library courses since October 10, 2016 with xml format and organization = lynda.com:
lynda.com/courselist?marc=true&library=de&contentStartDate=2016-10-10&format=xml&organization=lynda.com